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1-What is the Practical Problem to be Solved?

The problem to be solved relates to the measurement of the fission gas pressure in a fuel rod by a
non-destructive method. Fuel rod internal pressure is one of the safety criteria applied in nuclear
power safety analyses. This criterion is related to the cladding gap reopening and the consequent risk
of clad ballooning. Apart from the safety implications, this parameter is also a fuel behaviour
indicator and reflects the overall fuel performance and the power history. Rod internal pressure is one
criterion amongst others, like cladding corrosion, against which the acceptable fuel burn-up limit is
set.

Several possible non-destructive methods have been investigated in the past to measure the internal
gas pressure e.g., measurement of 85Kr directly, or after accumulation in the plenum by freezing with
liquid nitrogen. However no satisfactory resolution to the problem has been found, so at present there
is no rapid and accurate method of determining the fission gas pressure in a fuel rod without
puncturing the cladding. This procedure is time-consuming and expensive and as a consequence a
relatively small number of measurements are generally made compared with the number of fuel rods
irradiated. Only a few rods at most are extracted from pre-selected assemblies in order to obtain just
one of the data points on the curve of FGR=f(burn-up) shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Internal Pressure of UO2 Fuel Rods as a Function of Burn-up

The trend presented typically in Figure 1 shows considerable scatter as a direct consequence of the
small number of measurements. The variation in fabrication , fuel design and irradiation parameters is
also reflected in the dispersion observed amongst the data points. Apart from the statistics, a second
problem has been the examination costs. Today the examination of one rod i.e. rod extraction from
the assembly, transportation and measurements (e.g., dimensional changes and FGR) including waste
treatment costs around € 75000.

However, the benefits arising from a good knowledge of the rod internal pressure are significant. For
example:

1. A more precise quantification of the safety margins to reduce conservatisms would improve
the fuel economics. In the case of EdF for instance, an increase of 1% burn-up represents
around € 25 - 30 million equivalent power generation

2. To support a reloading strategy for MOX fuel
3. To provide a quick diagnosis and identification of a leaking rod in an assembly.

A further benefit of the proposed method is to support the qualification of long term interim storage
technology of spent fuel. In the case of dry storage, the rod internal pressure is the driving force for
creep deformation and the source of the clad hoop stress for potential radial hydride reorientation.
The licensing analyses for transportation and dry storage casks, particularly for high burnup fuel,
requires an accurate knowledge of the rod internal pressure that is currently obtained from a fuel
performance code containing inherent uncertainties. This non-destructive technique would also allow
the evaluation of the gas release kinetics on the same rods at different times during dry or wet storage.
It would therefore counteract the main weakness of the present (destructive) method: that of
measuring a small gas release on different rods where the internal pressure covers a wide range of
values and is only statistically known at the beginning of the storage period.

In this paper we propose a new method for the measurement of pressure that is:
• Non-destructive
• Non-invasive (i.e., allows re-irradiation of the measured rod)
• Easy to operate - directly in the reactor pool
• Can be used on the critical path
• Is inexpensive compared with the methods currently in use.

This method is also being adapted to the on line measurement of fission gas release on fuel
irradiations in research reactors.

(X10)
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This method is based on the application of acoustic technology.

2- What is the Acoustic Method?

In its present state this method has been the constant subject of research for around 10 years at the
Montpellier University and several thesis or publications have been released on this work [1, 2, and
3]. Some authors have already described a technique using an echograph to measure ultrasonic
velocities in gases contained in a vessel [4]. However, this method requires the introduction of
sensors inside the pipe, which is not possible in the case of nuclear fuel rods. Therefore an
experimental methodology needs to be defined.

Such a method is briefly described in Appendix 1.

3- Application of the Method

The method using the PRESSURE SOND ™ is based on the measurement of a signal emitted and
reflected in a cavity (Figure 2). The signal and its echoes are recorded and the time of flight of the
signal and its attenuation are measured. From this measurement, the composition of the gas mixture
and the gas pressure can be deduced. The measurements are performed on 10 to 15 echoes in order to
increase the accuracy.

3-1 Composition Determination

Figure 3 shows that in the case of fuel rods initially filled with pure Helium gas, a 10% volume
fraction of Xenon decreases the sound velocity from 1050 to 520m/s whereas pressure variations
from 50 to 100 bars induce an increase of only 20 m/s, which means that the ultrasound velocity is
very little modified by the gas pressure but very sensitive to gas composition. Experimentally
measured data points show a very good agreement with the theory and as a result a satisfactory
determination of the gas composition can be obtained.
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Figure 3: Ultrasound Velocity in the Helium-Xenon Mixture at Various Pressures vs. the
Proportion of Helium, T=300K. (Theoretical Curve and Experimental Values)

3-2 Pressure Determination

For this measurement two different methods are used. The first employs the Ultra Sound velocity in a
gas and can only be applied to a pure gas. The second method, which is of interest to us, can be
applied to a binary gas mixture and utilizes the wave absorption coefficient (Figure 4)

For this method, the first step is the calculation of the gas composition using an estimated gas
pressure. This composition is then used to calculate the accurate gas pressure from the experimental
determination of the absorption coefficient using several peaks (see Figure 2). In practice, the
determination of the pressure and gas composition would have to be made by a process of iteration in
order to converge toward the ‘true’ value, as follows:

1. calculate the composition with an estimated pressure value

Pressure

Signal Amplitude

Figure 4: Signal
Amplitude as a
Function of
Pressure
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2. calculate the pressure using the composition value determined in step 1

3. re-calculate the composition using the pressure value determined in step 2

4. repeat steps 1-3

This measurement would be made following the calibration of the sensor using a pipe filled with a
gas mixture of a given proportion, at a given pressure. This simple calibration is sufficient to permit
determinations of composition and pressure on a gas mixture of unknown proportions and unknown
pressure.

4- Performance and Qualification of the PRESSURE SOND™
4-1 Application to Nuclear Fuel

The determination of composition and pressure inside a fuel rod is already possible on rods that do
not contain a plenum spring or which have been modified with a specially adapted end plug or
measurement volume (experimental rods). For instance, the technique is directly applicable to
WWER fuel rods, without modification, because the fuel stack is restrained by a ‘circlip’ instead of a
coil spring [5].

For rod designs where the fuel stack is restrained by a coil spring, a practical solution is anticipated as
an outcome of the complementary study discussed in Section 5. This research involves the ultrasonic
generator/receiver and the sensor parametric study associated with optimising the signal treatment
aspect of the methodology. This first stage, once completed, should enable the design of a new
generation of equipment. A higher discrimination in the signal treatment would decrease or eliminate
a great part of the interference due to the equipment and would enable a more accurate measurement
of the pressure/composition and thereby distinguish the useful signal from the interference caused by
the spring.

For experimental reactor applications it is intended to fit the sensor and its measurement volume on
the end plug of the short re-fabricated rod. The sensor will be connected to the rod by a tube, the
length of which will be adapted to the required measurement and environmental conditions.

4-2 Influence of the Oxide Layer

Using the proposed method, the thin oxide layer formed on the outside of the zirconium alloy
cladding at the plenum level does not pose an important problem as the wave velocity in the oxide is
close to the velocity in the zirconium alloy.

4-3 Irradiation Resistance
Recent experiments in hot laboratories and research reactors show the sensors have good resistance to
a high gamma irradiation flux. PZT elements which are often used for ultrasonic sensors were
irradiated in air at room temperature using a 60Co gamma source (facility IRMA in Saclay). The
integrateddose was up to 1.5 MGy at a dose rate from 1 to 20 kGy/h. Different irradiation
configurations were used to separate cumulative and transitory effects. Similarly temperature effect
was investigated for 10° variation around room temperature.

Frequency impedance measurement was performed wave analyser to get resonance parameters and to
detect PZT property alteration. Theoretical modelling using Mason circuit allowed to calculate the
characteristic parameters of the resonant structure. Analysis was done according to the exposure time,
different irradiation configuration and temperature variation.

As expected the study shows ab monoyonous variation of the resonance frequency and amplitude
versus temperature.

When PZT were submitted to γ irradiation it was observed:
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• All sensors operated without failure,

• Slight effect on electrical parameters (maximum frequency and amplitude),

• The effects on the global system are negligible.

It is considered that the sensors are qualified in the limits explored for the γ irradiation.

In the Osiris research reactor a series of experiments under neutrons are on-going this year within a
co-operative agreement. Results should be available by the end of the year.

4-4 Accuracy

When working with the wave speed (composition determination) the measurement is fairly accurate
as several echoes are taken into account. If an uncertainty of 0.4-0.5% is assumed for the velocity
determination, the composition of the gas can be determined to within an accuracy of 1 or 2%, if the
pressure is known.

If the pressure is not known, the uncertainty on the Xe proportion in the gas mixture would vary
slightly according to the pressure (Figure 3). The error incurred in the composition if a pressure of
150 bars instead of 50 bars is assumed (extreme case) would be no greater than 10% and this would
reduce significantly if the convergence method described in Section 3 is used.

With a standard setting and a calibration in the area of measurement, the uncertainty in the pressure
measurement remains less than 20%. A comprehensive study on error assessment has been launched,
based on the current equipment.. The results of this study will become the benchmark to assess future
improvements. Preparatory work on settings, sensors and signal processing show that there is
significant scope for improvement. For example, the application of the calculation procedure
described above would already decrease the error to around 15%

The major source of error lies in the determination of the absorption coefficient due to the presence of
interferences and shortcomings involving the instrument settings (see Figures 2 and 4).

5- Possibilities for Improvement

Two major sources of improvement have been identified.

• Sensor and electronic equipment

• Signal processing

Up to now sensors and electronic equipment have been bought over the counter and have fulfilled
their mission to demonstrate the feasibility of the method. However, it is proposed to study the
equipment in detail in order to identify its shortcomings and the influence of different experimental
settings on the measurements.

As an example, Figure 4 plots the signal amplitude (experimental) as a function of the pressure for
two experiments, using the same sensor, but with two different mechanical settings. It is observed that
according to the setting, the pressure obtained is 60 bars with the first setting and 70 bars with the
second, which represents a relative deviation of around 20%.

In Figure 2 the signal displayed is a mixture of true signal and interference. This is essentially due to
the quality of the original signal produced by the generator, the quality of the piezo-electric ceramic
and interference arising from imperfections in the cavity. The first two factors can be much improved
and their study is proposed for future development. A means of solving the problem of dimensional
variations in the cladding would be to perform a classical ultrasound determination of the cladding
thickness.
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An example of signal data processing using a direct and a reverse Fourier transform is given in
Appendix 2.

At the end of this research and once the equipment is improved and the signal efficiently processed, it
will be possible to assess the feasibility of the pressure/composition determination in the presence of a
plenum spring in the cavity.

This was the situation foreseen by mid 2004…

6- On-going Studies and Work Plan (Situation from mid-2004 up to now).

6.1 Generic Studies and application to power reactor fuel and to MTR studies

The present working programme (on-going thesis sponsored by EdF R&D) includes general
studies of the signal aiming at the minimisation of interferences from the sensor, the
electronic equipment and to develop a convenient signal processing method. The objective is
to improve the signal quality and the numerical treatment of the echoes. In term of
deliverable there are 4 objectives:

1. Thorough analysis of the signal to determine the origin of the shortcomings and, in
turn, improve the sensor, the electronic equipment and the numerical treatment of the
signal.

2. Measurement with the reference configuration (without spring) to assess the
improvement on accuracy,

3. Measurement with a spacer (with and without window), interference produced by the
gap…, measurement with an especially designed rod end plug,

4. Measurement with spring.

Not yet sponsored are several additional studies such as the miniaturization of the sensor, the  design
and fabrication of a prototype able to be fitted on existing robots, the adaptation of the method for
fuel failure detection and location, the industrialization of the prototype taking into account the
industry’s needs, existing equipments and future requirements.

6.1.1 What has been done?

1. March 2004 recruitment of a post graduate student for setting up and testing new piezo-
electric ceramics (this step has been implemented)

2. September 2004 to September 2005 recruitment of a PhD student for three years. The first
step of the work was to conduct a thorough analysis of the signal, improve the design of the
sensor and of the signal generator and set up specific software to perform signal analysis.
This phase has been completed successfully and some important progress has been made.

6.1.2 Future work (2005-2006) (according to available funding)

1. Assess the improvement made using the new sensor, electronic equipment and signal
processing,

2. Possible feedback on sensor, electronic and software design,

3. Theoretical work on the measurement with a spring,

7- Conclusion: Organisation and Funding
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The complementary research proposed in the "Future Programme" would essentially be developed
around the LAIN which is the "Laboratoire d'Analyse des Interfaces et de Nanophysique" of the
CNRS at Montpellier (France).

After 8 years of development and a considerable amount of work (including several PhD theses and
publications), the operability of the method has been demonstrated. The proposed final research step
directed towards the detailed analysis of the equipment response and on treatment of the signal should
lead to a final choice of suitable equipment and to an improved signal processing method. The
outcome of the new study should be a higher measurement accuracy that also takes into account the
presence of a spring in the fuel rod plenum.

In order to provide the necessary impetus and direction for the eventual commercialisation of this
measurement technique we have assembled a small operational unit (3 people) responsible for leading
the work and for establishing a co-operative programme with interested organisations.

The immediate task is to obtain the necessary external funding to cover the work of the operational
unit, the research and development activities, and the specification, fabrication and qualification of
the equipment. The industrial mock-up and the qualification trials would be funded through the co-
operative working party of interested organisations. Participation in the group will give access to the
results of the research and also to involvement in the research programme group defining the scope
and objectives of the work. It will also provide, according to rules yet to be defined, priority access to
the eventual industrial application of the method.
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Appendix 1

Time of Flight Measurement Through the Fuel Cladding

The main problem, before measuring the precise time of flight of an acoustic wave in a medium, is to
make the wave propagate in the medium.

For an experimental set-up, assume the gas is contained in a 1 cm diameter Zircaloy pipe. The
thickness of the wall is 570 µm. The small acoustic impedance of a gas compared to a solid material
induces a strong insertion loss which could prevent any propagation of ultrasonic waves inside pipes.
In the case of a Zircaloy/Helium-Xenon mixture interface, the reflection coefficient (defined as
below) is almost equal to 1.
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λ2 is the wavelength of the acoustic waves propagating in the layer.

Z1=ρ1v1 Z2=ρ2v2 Z3=ρ3v3

e

Figure 5: Impedance Matching for Three Layers

When e = λ/2, the layer is transparent. When e = λ/4, then αT=1 for Z2 = (Z1Z3)1/2. The adequate
choice of material allows higher impedance matching.

For this reason, we propose to adapt the piezoelectric sensor frequency to the 570µm wall thickness
of these rods and to the water thickness layer (Figure 6) to reduce the different acoustic impedance
mismatches to ensure sufficient wave propagation inside the gas.
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Figure 6: Adaptation of the Piezoelectric Sensor Frequency to the 570µm Wall Thickness of the
Rods and to the Water Thickness Layer

We chose a frequency of 4MHz in order to allow the ultrasound to pass through the pipe wall. In fact,
the pipe wall being 570µm thick is a half wave for this frequency. The Zircaloy layer is then
transparent and the remaining impedance matching concerns just piezoelectric material and the gas. A
quarter wavelength water layer allows an increase in transmission: Zwater is nearer than (Zgas. ZPz)1/2.
This interferometric structure guarantees an optimal transmission of the ultrasonic energy inside the
free volume of the pipe.
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Appendix 2

Example of Signal Data Processing

Shown in Figure 7 is an echogram representative of the type of signal we are dealing with in this
work (similar to Figure 2).

Figure 7: Echogram for a Pressure of 130 bars
Shown in Figure 8 is an example of signal processing. The Fourier transform of the signal amplitude
makes analysis and the screening of interferences possible. It enables only that part of the signal in
the waveband of the sensor to be retained.

Figure 8: Fourier Transform for the Echogram in Fig. 7
The signal is then processed again with an inverse Fourier Transform (Figure 9).
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Figure 9: Inverse Fourier Transform
This enables the recovery of a signal with less interference and having a greater accuracy of the signal
amplitude (used to determine the gas pressure).


